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About This Game

In Ghost Croquet one player controls the hero and tries to beat the level. Meanwhile, the other players take control of the
monsters and possess the traps, trying to stop h 5d3b920ae0
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I like the art style of this game. Soundtrack is also nice, it gives me some feelings of nostalgia. I've played mostly in single-
player mode. So I've decided to give a few suggestions about it: 1) At that moment, the main issue with "arcade mode" is
random level order. It's ok for "arcade mode", but I would like to see some "story mode", where levels will go in particular
order, so I will be able to feel some progress thru the game. 2) This progress should be saved. The levels are hard and it will be
very difficult to complete the game at once. 3) Single player mode is very hard. It's ok foe me, but maybe it would be better to
start with low-difficulty levels and then gradually increase the difficulty? 4) It's easy to die and reroll merchant's items. Maybe
he should have all items every time in singleplayer mode? I'm not sure.. One of the best NES(Famicom)-like games on Steam! It
has many features to compete with other games: level-editor (from which you can publish your levels on Steam Workshop), nice
(but sometimes confusing) controller support, leaderboards, split screen and online multiplayer, where you can play as monsters
and have a good time playing with your friends! Recommend if you are a pixel-geek, retro games lover or something.. One of
the best NES(Famicom)-like games on Steam! It has many features to compete with other games: level-editor (from which you
can publish your levels on Steam Workshop), nice (but sometimes confusing) controller support, leaderboards, split screen and
online multiplayer, where you can play as monsters and have a good time playing with your friends! Recommend if you are a
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pixel-geek, retro games lover or something.. I want to know what kind of tragedy the developers had to go through for their
mind to become so twisted that they thought making the level "canyon" was a good idea 10/10 would play again beautiful music.
A bit like I wanna be the guy with quality pixels really describes this game, made by yellow afterlife and ampersandbear, this
game follows a boy in blue on a radical adventure to get to the other side while michevious players use already difficult enemies
to mess you up.. An amazing pixel style game with online multiplayer support.. A bit like I wanna be the guy with quality pixels
really describes this game, made by yellow afterlife and ampersandbear, this game follows a boy in blue on a radical adventure
to get to the other side while michevious players use already difficult enemies to mess you up.. I want to know what kind of
tragedy the developers had to go through for their mind to become so twisted that they thought making the level "canyon" was a
good idea 10/10 would play again beautiful music
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